The forgetful functor O : P d → F has a factorization through the category U of unstable modules via Hai's functorm d : Hai10] . The exactness and the commutativity with tensor products are the first two items of the list of properties of the functorm d . In this article, we make this list longer by proving that Hai's functorm d is fully faithful. The category P d therefore can be considered as a full subcategory of U.
Introduction
The functor f : U → F was first introduced by the authors Henn, Lannes and Schwartz [HLS93] via Lannes' functor. This functor, annihilating all nilpotent modules, gives a passage from the quotient category U Nil to the full subcategory F ω ⊂ F of analytic functors. It was shown that these two categories are equivalent [HLS93] . The forgetful functor O : P → F from the category of strict polynomial functors P to the category F is exact, faithful but not full. The symmetric group S d acts on the d−times tensor product (−) ⊗d by permutation. By taking the invariants of this action, we obtain the functor Γ d . We denote by F (1) the unstable free module generated by an element u of degree 1. Having observed that f Γ d (F (1)) = Γ d , Hai [Hai10] defined the functor:m : P → U, G → G(F (1)), that make the following diagram commutative:
The letter V denotes a vector space. We now recall some classical notations:
1. The tensor algebra of V is the graded vector space 4. We define the exterior algebra of V as a factor algebra of the tensor algebra:
This is a graded algebra with homogeneous components Λ n (V ) for all n. The image of
Remark 2.1. There are natural isomorphisms:
The category
For each V ∈ V there is a non-linear map γ d : V → Γ d (V ), defined by: γ d (x) = x ⊗d . Moreover, for each pair of vector spaces V and W , there is a unique linear map
stands for a category such that:
The identity morphism in
The compositions in V f and the transformation µ define the composition law in the category
The category Γ d V f is a F p −linear category. In other words, the set of morphisms Hom
is an F p −vector space and the composition Hom
is bilinear. 
Definition 2.2 (Polynomial functor à la Bousfield). A homogeneous strict polynomial functor of
degree d is an F p −linear functor L from Γ d V f to V f .
Binary operations of strict polynomial functors
1. The composition:
The structural morphism is defined by:
2. The tensor product:
3. The Frobenius twist of identity, denoted by I (1) , is a functor associating to a vector space V
with the structural morphism induced by the Verschiebung:
The functor I (1) is therefore a strict polynomial functor of degree p.
For each functor F ∈ P d , we define F (1) = F • I (1) and
.
Proposition 2.3 ([FS97]). The category P d has enough projectives and injectives. For all
The functor Γ d,W is therefore projective in the category P d . 
Moreover, as soon as
Dually, the functors 
and the structural morphisms are:
The functorm has nice properties. 
Proof. We first show that r is a right adjoint ofm. Mutatis mutandis, the proof for l can be obtained. By definition of the functor r, we have:
The last isomorphism is guaranteed by Proposition 2.3. Hence the isomorphisms
we have an exact sequence:
By the exactness of the functorm, the following sequence is exact:
are right exact and commute with finite direct sum so the following natural isomorphism holds:
The functor r is therefore right adjoint tom. We leave it to the reader to verify the similar statement for the functor l.
We can now introduce the main results of the article. Theorem 4.2 is in fact a corollary of Theorem 4.1. If we assume that the functorm d is fully faithful then
Main results
for all functors F 1 , F 2 . On the other hands, the isomorphisms
hold. Hence there are natural isomorphisms:
It follows that
for all F 2 ∈ P d . For this very reason, only Theorem 4.1 will be considered.
A remark on the functorm d
Theorem 4.1 shows that the category P d is a full subcategory of U via Hai's functorm d .
However, the category P d is not a thick subcategory of U. In fact, it was shown in [FS97] that: Proposition 4.3. We have:
On the other hands, sincem d I (1) = ΦF (1) the corresponding Ext group in the category U is Ext i U (ΦF (1), ΦF (1)).
Proposition 4.4.
There is an explicit projective resolution of ΦF (1):
Consequently, we have:
Proof. It suffices to show that the sequence Bockstein is exact. An element in Ker
Sq I α,1 ı n where (I α,1 ) α are admissible of excess less than n. The kernel of the morphism
hence the sequence is exact.
Therefore, we have
which confirms that P d is not thick in U.
Proofs
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be given in the following subsections. The first one states the technical lemmas. The second one proves the key lemma and we conclude in the last one.
Statements
The proof will be proceeded by definition. In order to show that Hai's functorm d is fully faithful, we need to verify that the following isomorphisms hold
to show:
We begin with general result on the module
Mod-nil generators
In this paragraph, we will show that the module
property. It is monogeneous modulo nilpotent. The mod-nil monogeneous property behaves well under tensor products. We first give the following particular result. For the proof we refer to Appendix A. Proof. Let α be a mod-nil generator of M and β be one of N . The exactness of the sequences in the following diagram reduces the problem to the case of monogeneous modules. Since there exists an epimorphism F (|α|) ⊗ F (|β|) ։ A 2 α ⊗ A 2 β it is enough to verify that 
As N is reduced then f (m) = 2 n θf (α).
We are thus led to the problem of determining the possible images of a mod-nil generator of F (λ) in order to compute the group Hom U F (λ), S d (F (1) ⊗ V ) . Lemma 5.10 presents such a determination. Before formulating this lemma, we fix the following notations:
Notation 5.9. Let α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α t ). we denote:
We denote α = (0, δ, 2δ, . . . , (t − 1)δ). Then the element
is a mod-nil generator of F (λ). Moreover:
allows to realise ϕ as image of the
by the composition ψ • ρ where ϕ j,i denotes the morphism in 
The composition ψ • ρ is then an isomorphism where ρ and ψ denote ρ :
A combinatorial lemma
In this subsection we prove a combinatorial lemma and study the action of Steenrod algebra on certain classes. Proof. We proceed by induction on m k . The lemma is trivial for the case m k = 1. Assume that the lemma is verified for all m k < n we will prove it for the case m k = n.
1. If m 1 , l 0 > 0, then by dividing both sides of the equality
by 2 we return to the case m k = n − 1. 
. Then a(q) must be divisible by 2. By dividing both side of 5.1 by 2 we have:
According to induction hypothesis, we have a partition of index sets
For each i ≥ 2 we denote:
We write
As a special case of Lemma 5.12, we have: 
In order to prove Lemma 5.10, we need to determine the images in S d (F (1) ⊗ V ) of the element
Because the degree of ω α is equal to that of its image, we obtain an equality:
The following lemma supplies a first determination of l i basing on this equality.
Lemma 5.14. Let λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ t ) be a sequence of natural numbers such that the sum is equal to d and δ be a number such that δ > max {λ i } and that the 2−adic length of 2 δ − t is strictly less
We suppose furthermore that the following identity holds: • For all i we have
• Each subset E i is a sequence of successive natural numbers {k, . . . , k + r};
Proof. The condition δ > max {λ i } allows to apply Lemma 5.13.
Let τ be the first index such that l τ ≤ λ 1 < l τ +1 . We will show that
2 l i is greater than or equal to λ 1 . If the inequality is strict, the difference
Hence the 2−adic length of the sum
is greater than d + 1. This contradicts the fact that d is the upper bound of the 2−adic length
The rest of the lemma can be proved in the same manner by using Corollary 5.13.
It follows from the equalities
It remains to prove that card(E i ) = λ i to complete the proof of Lemma 5.10. Since
it suffices to show that card(E i ) ≤ λ i for all i. Unfortunately, combinatorial argument is not enough to reach the conclusion. We need to make use of the action of Steenrod algebra in order to realize these inequalities.
Action of Steenrod operations
Let us first introduce certain Milnor's operations.
Theorem 5.15 ([Mil58, appendix 1]). The dual of Steenrod algebra is determined by the following formula:
Theorem 5.16 ([Mil58, appendix 1]). The homology of BZ 2 is the polynomial algebra
generated by u of degree 1. It is a co-algebra over the dual of Steenrod algebra (A 2 ) * by action: 
Proof. We give a quick verification of the first equality. The second one follows in the same manner and is left to the reader.
The element u ⊗n is the dual of u ⊗n ∈ H * (BZ 2 ) ⊗n . The co-action of (A 2 ) * on this element is defined by
so the element associated to ξ n r is u 2 r ⊗n . It follows that m n (r) (u ⊗n ) = u 2 r ⊗n by duality.
We are thus led to the following strengthening of Lemma 5.19: Similarly, by considering the morphism ψ : Φ k (F (|y|)) → N and the product ϕ ⊗ ψ, we obtain the second equality.
Proof of Lemma 5.10
In what follows, we give the proof of Lemma 5.10. Lemma 5.11 and Theorem 4.1 follow accordingly.
Proof of Lemma 5.10. The image of the class ω α is a sum of the image of tensor products of the )). Therefore, the following equality holds:
We will show that in the tensor product u 2 l 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u 2 l d , u appears λ 1 times, u 2 δ appears λ 2 times and so on, u (i−1)δ appears λ i times. Lemma 5.14 implies that u appears at most λ 1 times.
By showing the same result for all i we get 1 card(E i ) = λ i and the proof will be completed.
It follows from Proposition 5.20 that m λ 1 (tδ) ω (0,δ,2δ,...,(t−1)δ) = ω (tδ,δ,...,(t−1)δ) .
On the other hands, we have
We denote by k 1 the index such that
we must have 2 l k 1 +1 > λ 1 . Otherwise, the 2−adic length of 2 δ − 2 l k 1 +1 is greater than d and after
Proposition 5.20, we obtain
2 l i hence the equality
holds. It means that Card(E 2 ) ≤ λ 2 . Similarly, by considering the elements
we obtain the inequalities Card(E i+1 ) ≤ λ i+1 . This concludes the lemma.
A On the tensor product F (n) ⊗ F (m)
In this appendix we will prove that the module F (n) ⊗ F (m) is mod-nil monogeneous.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let q be a number such that 2 q > n + m. We will show that α = ı n ⊗ S0 ı m is a mod-nil generator of the tensor product F (n) ⊗ F (m). In other words, we need to show that for each element γı n ⊗ δı m ∈ F (n) ⊗ F (m), there exists a natural number N γ,δ such that
The proof falls naturally into a triple induction. We begin by verifying that for each element ı n ⊗ δı m where δ ∈ A 2 , we have
It is worth pointing out that Sq
We are thus led to a strengthening of Statement A.1:
Therefore, we make the first induction on t.
1. The case t = 0: we need to assure that ı n ⊗ S0 Sq I ı m belongs to A 2 (ı n ⊗ S0 ı m ). Indeed, it is enough to prove the formula for all δ belonging to Cartan-Serre basis of A 2 . It is then
hence the element ı n ⊗ Sq 2. We assume that the formula is true for t < k. We show it for the case t = k. From Cartan formula, we have We may now show that for all admissible monomial θ ∈ A 2 , there exists N ∈ N such that Sq N 0 (θı n ⊗ δı m ) belongs to A 2 (ı n ⊗ S0 ı m ) for all δ ∈ A 2 . We need to make the last induction on |θ|. The case of degree 0 has just been verified. We assume that the statement holds for all admissible monomial θ of degree less than k. Let Sq I be an admissible monomial of degree k + 1. for all δ ∈ A 2 . This concludes the lemma.
